‘AFFECTED’ EXTERNAL POSSESSORS IN BULGARIAN

Significant contrast in locality constraints of Bulgarian external possessors is reported by native speakers between constructions with stative predicates (see, like, hear, etc) as in (1) and constructions with predicates that give raise to ‘affected’ reading as in (2) and (3):

(1) a. Včera mu vidjaxa [DPobj momiceta-ta] [DPobj topka-ta] [rп ot mol-a]  
yesterday he.DAT saw.3PL girls-the ball-the from mall-the  
‘Yesterday, the girls saw his ball from the mall’  
*‘Yesterday, his girls saw the ball from the mall’  
* ‘Yesterday, the girls saw the ball from his mall’

b. *Včera mu vidjaxa [DPobj momiceta-ta] [DPobj topka] [ot mol-a]  
c. *Včera mu vidjaxa [DPobj momiceta] [DPobj topka] [ot mol-a]

(2) Včera mu xvarlixa [DPobj deca-(ta)] [DPobj topka-(ta)] [PP v gradina-(ta)] [rп do mol-(a)]  
yesterday he.DAT threw.3PL children-the ball-the in garden-the near mall-the  
‘Yesterday his children threw (the) ball in (the) garden near (the) mall’  
‘Yesterday (the) children threw his ball in (the) garden near (the) mall’  
‘Yesterday (the) children threw (the) ball in his garden near (the) mall’  
‘Yesterday (the) children threw (the) ball in (the) garden near his mall’

(3) Xuliganite i otkradnaxa [DP toka-(ta)] [DP na dete-to]  
hooligans-the she.DAT stole.3PL ball-(the) of child-the  
‘The hooligans stole her child’s ball’ i.e. ‘a/the ball of her child’

Possessive relations between Bulgarian external (datival) possessors and definite possessums in direct object positions (as in (1)) have been discussed already in the literature as instances of syntactic possessor raising (Penchev 1993, Dimitrova-Vulchanova and Giusti 1998, Franks 2000, Stateva 2001) and the current paper assumes that in general all predicates in Bulgarian allow such syntactic raising of nominal (high) possessors1 to the clitic-designated clausal position. The novel data in (2) and (3), however, demonstrate that under certain conditions one can understand external possessive relations also to possessums in indirect object position (2b), adjuncts (2c), and complex possessive constructions (3). The available possessive relations in (2) and (3) are even more surprising in structural terms since PPs are otherwise islands for extraction in Bulgarian.

In recent work on possessor raising in Bulgarian, Cinque and Krapova (2009, 2013) point out that (at least for possession of inalienable body parts) one needs to distinguish between raised possessors and clausal base-generated possessors, despite the fact that all possessors in Bulgarian look datival. In this spirit, the current paper enlarges the empirical data and demonstrates that externally generated ‘possessors’ are pervasive in the language, reaching well beyond inalienable body-parts relations (as demonstrated in (2) and (3)). This paper has two main objectives. The first is developing diagnostics - such as reference to indefinite possessums, PP-embedded possessums, possibility of co-occurring DP-external and DP-internal possessors, and availability of affectee reading - in order to distinguish the clausal datives from the raised nominal possessors. The second goal is to develop a syntactic analysis of externally generated ‘possessor’ datives. The graphic bellow, summarizes the proposed distinction:

1 The paper distinguishes (and provides empirical evidence) between high alienable possessors that are base-generated within a functional domain above the nominal expression, low modificational possessors that are base generated within the nominal expression, and inalienable possessors (in the case of kinship nouns) that enter the derivation as arguments of the nominal expression (see Munn 1995, Barker 2011, Partee & Borschev 1998, Landau 1999).
The externally generated ‘possessor’ datives are analyzed in this paper as non-core clausal arguments that enter the derivation above VP, introduced by so called High Applicative syntactic heads (Pylkkänen 2002, 2008). They crucially differ from datives of true ditransitive verbs (give, show, tell), but they nevertheless render the truth condition of the proposition as they combine via Event Identification (Kratzer 1996, 2003). Crucially, the paper claims that these non-core arguments are added to the entire proposition of the clause as causally affected participants and any ‘possessive’ meaning to some other argument in the clause arises due to pragmatic inference, thus allowing the variation in meanings in (2) (see Bar-Asher Siegal & Boneh’s (2015) treatment of affected datives in Modern Hebrew and Holle 2005 affected datives in German). To sum up, this paper’s main contribution to the study of external possessors is (i) a systematic discussion of novel data in Bulgarian, (ii) development of language-specific diagnostics, and (iii) re-analysis of external dative ‘possessors’ as ‘affected non-core clausal arguments’. This analysis crucially contrasts with existing proposals according to which nominal possessors move to secondary theta positions within the clause where they assume an additional ‘affectee’ reading (Landau 1999, Stateva 2002, Deal 2013, Lee-Schoenfeld 2015).
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